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When It Comes to
Culture, Does Your
Company Walk the Talk?
Company practices often con0ict with corporate values.
Closing the gap starts with communication.
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company’s principles into a credo in 1943, corporate

value statements were a novelty. Today they are

ubiquitous among large corporations. In our study of

nearly 700 large companies, we found that more than

80% published an oNcial set of corporate values on

their website.  Senior leaders, in particular, love to talk

about their company culture. Over the past three

decades, more than three-quarters of CEOs

interviewed in a major business magazine discussed

their company’s culture or core values — even when

not speciCcally asked about it.

Corporate values statements are nearly universal, but

do they matter? Critics dismiss them as cheap talk

with no impact on employees’ day-to-day behavior.

Recent corporate scandals support the skeptics’ view.

Volkswagen, Wells Fargo, and Barclays each included

ethics or integrity among their core values in the years

before their wrongdoings were discovered, while

Boeing hit the trifecta by listing integrity, quality, and

safety among its “enduring values.”

It is tempting to dismiss corporate value statements

as irrelevant, but ignoring them is a mistake. Even

when companies fall short of their aspirations, oNcial

statements still cast light on the values leaders

consider critical for success. They also spell out the

cultural elements that leaders believe distinguish their

company in the eyes of employees, customers, and
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other stakeholders.

The Research

To identify o+cial statements of corporate

culture, we reviewed websites and annual

reports of 689 large, mainly U.S. organizations

between March and July 2018. We identiGed 562

companies (82% of our initial sample) that

published o+cial statements of their corporate

culture.

We grouped similar values based on the most

frequently occurring unigrams and sequential

bigrams, stemming to term roots (for example,

innovat* to capture innovation and innovator)

and excluding stop words.  The most commonly

occurring unigrams were integrity (occurred in

298 value titles), respect* (180), and innov*

(152).

READ MORE

ONcial corporate values only matter to the extent they

shape employees’ activities and decisions on a day-to-

day basis. This raises a fundamental question: How
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well does behavior inside a company align with

cultural aspirations? In other words, when it comes to

their core values, do companies walk the talk?

To measure the gap between aspiration and action, we

collected the oNcial corporate values statements for

more than 500 large organizations and compared

these oNcial values with how employees view their

companies on common corporate values based on an

analysis of more than 1.2 million Glassdoor reviews.

Prevalence of ONcial Corporate Cultures by

Industry

The retail and accommodation and food service

sectors together employed nearly 1 in 5 U.S.

workers in 2018.  A handful of companies in

these sectors, including Costco, Trader Joe’s

and Wegmans Food Markets, have distinguished

themselves by building a healthy culture for their

front-line employees. Their emphasis on culture

is relatively rare. Of the 35 industries we studied,

o+cial corporate values statements were least

common in industries that employed large

numbers of less skilled workers. Five of the

industries with the lowest incidence of published

values were apparel retail, hotels and leisure,

fast food, general retail, and grocery stores.
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What Companies Aspire
To
Corporate culture means diaerent things to diaerent

people. There are more than 50 distinct deCnitions in

the academic literature, including the stories

employees tell to interpret events, organizational

rituals, and corporate symbols.  The oNcial culture

statements we studied, in contrast, display a striking

consistency in how they deCne corporate culture.

Three-quarters of the culture statements include an

introduction explaining the role of corporate culture.

The primary function of corporate culture, according

to these descriptions, is to guide the actions and

decisions of employees throughout the organization.

Aligning behavior with oNcial culture allows

companies to diaerentiate themselves from

competitors, build trust with stakeholders, increase

brand equity, and attract great talent.

Nearly all the organizations we studied rely on a set of

core values as the guideposts for helping employees

align their behavior with corporate culture. Of the

companies in our sample, 72% referred to their

company’s culture as values or core values, and even

employees at companies that use other labels —
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principles, philosophy, or ideals, for example — cited

values as the foundation of their culture. The realities

of how companies talk about their culture is

consistent with a prominent theory that deCnes

organizational culture as “a set of norms and values

that are widely shared and strongly held throughout

the organization.”  We’ll use this deCnition of

corporate culture throughout this paper.

The typical company lists a handful of values — the

most common number of reported values is Cve, and

nearly three-quarters of companies in our sample

listed between three and seven values. (See “How

Many Corporate Values Do Companies Have?”)

Companies are not, however, always disciplined in

spelling out their core values. Ten percent of

organizations listed two or more sets of values under

diaerent names (core values and corporate culture, for

example) on diaerent parts of their website. Others

packed multiple values into a single item. JP Morgan

Chase’s business principles, for example, included “a

commitment to integrity, fairness, and responsibility,”

which we count as three distinct values. When we

accounted for nested values, the average company in

our sample listed seven distinct values.

How Many Corporate Values Do Companies
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Have?

In a sample of 689 large, mainly U.S. companies, 127 (18%) did
not list any oNcial corporate values. Overall, 155 (22%) listed
]ve values, and 502 companies (73%) listed between three
and seven values.

One of the most striking Cndings of our analysis is the

sheer number and diversity of values cited. We

identiCed 62 distinct values mentioned by at least 1%

of the companies with oNcial values statements.

Integrity was the most common, listed by 65% of all

companies, followed by collaboration (53%),

customer focus (48%), and respect (35%). No other

value was cited by more than one-third of companies,

and the list contains a long tail of values mentioned by

less than 10% of companies. (See “What Companies

Say They Value.”)



What Companies Say They Value

This ]gure shows the percentage of 562 large, mostly U.S.
companies that listed each value among their oNcial corporate
values.



While some values are more common than others,

none are universal. Even integrity, the most frequently

cited, is listed by less than two-thirds of all

organizations in our sample. The lack of universal

values is explained, in part, by variance across

industries. All of the companies in the construction

and engineering and health care services industries,

for example, included integrity among their core

values, while less than 20% of internet companies did

so. (See “Stated Corporate Values Vary Across

Industries.”) Even within the same industry, however,

we observed signiCcant variation in the choice of core

values.

Stated Corporate Values Vary Across Industries

The percentage of companies that included a speci]c value among



their core values varied widely by industry.

The diversity of values calls into question the

usefulness of frameworks that attempt to reduce all

corporate cultures to a handful of universal types. One

popular model, for example, argues that all corporate

cultures can be plotted along two dimensions —

internal versus external orientation on one dimension

and 0exibility versus control on the other.  The

cultures that correspond to the resulting quadrants —

clan, ad-hocracy, market, and hierarchy — are

presented as archetypes that describe all corporate

cultures.

While these dimensions are important elements of

corporate culture, the resulting two-by-two matrix

cannot easily accommodate crucial values like

integrity, diversity, or psychological safety. Other

models choose diaerent dimensions and produce

other cultural archetypes, but they face the same

fundamental challenge.  No two dimensions can or
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should be able to capture the richness and diversity of

corporate cultures that companies attempt to achieve.

Trying to force diverse corporate values onto a cultural

Procrustean bed, moreover, strips them of the very

elements that make them distinctive.

Do Companies Walk the
Talk?
More than 80% of large American corporations

publish their oNcial corporate values. But do these

professed values make a diaerence? If a company

singles out teamwork as a core value, for example, are

employees more likely to collaborate with one another

compared with a company in the same industry that

does not include collaboration among its core values?

To address whether stated values shape employee

behavior, we Crst measured what companies say they

value. The simplest way to quantify corporate culture

would be to treat each value as binary — a company

either listed it as a core value or did not. When Charles

Schwab lists innovation as one of four core values, it is

presumably more focused on it than Quicken Loans,

which includes innovation among a laundry list of 19

elements of its culture.

To quantify each company’s relative focus on a value,



we weighted it by the inverse of the total number of

values listed.  So innovation was weighted at 25% for

Charles Schwab and 5% for Quicken Loans. (A

company that didn’t list a speciCc value received a

weighting of zero for that value.) To control for

diaerences across sectors, we assigned each

company to one of 33 industries.  We then ranked

each company in its industry based on the weighting

for each value we measured.

To assess how well companies live up to their stated

values, we used data from the 2019 Culture 500,

which ranks companies on nine of the most commonly

cited values. Every Culture 500 company received a

sentiment score that measured how positively

employees talked about a speciCc value in the free text

of their Glassdoor reviews.  If half the employees who

discussed integrity in a company spoke about it in

positive terms, for example, that company’s sentiment

score for integrity would be 50%.

Comparing the rankings from the Culture 500 with

oNcial corporate values allowed us to measure the

correlation between them.  The Cgure below shows

the correlation coeNcients (with 95% conCdence

intervals) between oNcial and actual values.  The

analysis reveals that there is no correlation between

the cultural values a company emphasizes in its

published statements and how well the company lives
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up to those values in the eyes of employees. All of the

correlations between oNcial and actual values were

very weak, and four of the nine — collaboration,

customer orientation, execution, and diversity — were

negatively correlated.

Data Shows No Correlation Between ONcial

Values and Corporate Culture

The chart shows the correlation (with 95% con]dence
intervals) between the values a company emphasizes in its
oNcial corporate culture and how well the company lives up to
those same values in the eyes of employees. Four of the
correlations are negative, and all but one hover near zero. Even
agility, with a correlation coeNcient of 0.22, reveals a very
weak relationship between a company’s public commitment to
dexibility and employees’ assessment of how agile the
company actually is.



Values Should Be
Actionable, Distinctive,
and Linked to Results
Our research reveals a gap between oNcial values and

the cultural reality on the ground in most

organizations, which raises the question of how

leaders can close that gap. As a Crst step, leaders can

communicate corporate values more eaectively by

providing concrete guidance on desired behavior,

ensuring their organizational values are distinctive,

and linking them to outcomes that matter to

employees. Eaective communication cannot, of

course, guarantee a healthy culture on its own. But it’s

a good place to start.

Provide behavioral guidelines. Most employees

would agree in principle that integrity, respect, and

innovation are worthwhile values. They might have

very diaerent notions, however, about what these

abstract terms mean in practice. Leaders can provide

additional guidance by spelling out a handful of

expected behaviors consistent with each value. To the

extent these guidelines shape behavior across all

parts of the organization, they provide a consistent

framework for diaerent functions, business units, and



teams to coordinate their activities.

Biotechnology company Biogen, for example, includes

pioneering among the elements of its corporate

culture. Pioneering is an inspirational value to be sure,

but one that employees might struggle to

operationalize without further guidance. To clarify

what pioneering means in practice, Biogen oaers

examples, including “We encourage candor to test

assumptions and uncover the best ideas” and “We are

open about what we do not know and ask questions to

understand.” (See “Behavioral Guidelines for

Innovation.”) Amazon and Nvidia, two of the highest-

ranking companies on innovation in the Culture 500,

likewise provide employees with concrete guidelines

on how employees can incorporate innovation into

their daily activities.

Behavioral Guidelines for Innovation

Nvidia

We make things that delight customers and raise industry
standards.

We encourage employees to innovate, guided by ]rst
principles, not consensus.

We know our path to discovery will be paved with mistakes. We
anticipate and avoid the ones we can. We accept, learn from,
and share the ones that occur.

This allows us to invent things the world doesn’t even know it
needs, and by doing so, invent the future.



See Nvidia’s cultural pro]le

READ MORE

Articulate what makes your organization distinctive.

A company’s core values should capture its unique

identity — the enduring essence of the company that

distinguishes it from competitors.  When employees

identify with a distinctive culture, they are more likely

to incorporate core values in their daily activities and

pursue their organization’s goals.  A distinctive

corporate culture can also diaerentiate an

organization from competitors and provide a source of

sustainable competitive advantage.

Unfortunately, many organizations’ core values are so

generic that they could easily serve as fodder for a

Dilbert cartoon (there are more than 50 lampooning

oNcial culture statements).  The core values of

pharmaceutical supplier McKesson (integrity,

customer-Crst, excellence, respect, and

accountability) could apply equally well to an airline,

grocery store, or bank.

How can leaders translate common values, like

customer-centricity or integrity, into something

distinctive? One approach is to translate abstract

values into organization-speciCc behavioral guidelines.

+
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Alaska Airlines and McKinsey & Co. both emphasize

customer service. The speciCc behaviors associated

with their values, however, are tailored to their

respective industries and strategies. Alaska Airlines

oaers tactics for front-line employees dealing with

passengers, such as “engage with kindness” and “oaer

assistance.” McKinsey’s guidelines, including “use our

global network to deliver the best of the Crm to all

clients” and “build client capabilities to sustain

improvement” are appropriate for a professional

services company serving global clients.

The McKinsey example illustrates another way to

make values distinctive — by elaborating on desired

behaviors in language unique to an organization.

Within McKinsey, “follow the top management

approach” means thinking through an issue for the

client organization as a whole, rather than its impact

on a single division or function. That phrase, and

others like “obligation to dissent,” have been used for

decades, have a well-deCned meaning within the

company, and constitute part of the company’s

distinctive legacy.

Another approach is to take common values as a

given, but then highlight those elements of corporate

culture that diaerentiate an organization. Net0ix, for

example, acknowledges that integrity, respect, and

collaboration are important, but emphasizes Cve



values that distinguish the company including

“encourage independent decision-making by

employees” and “share information openly, broadly,

and deliberately.”

Clarifying what your values mean in practice and

providing insight into what truly diaerentiates your

corporate culture requires hard work. Linguistic

gimmicks are no substitute for eaort and insight.

Appending adjectives like “ferocious,” “un0inching,” or

“relentless” will not make values more distinctive or

actionable. Leaders also do well to avoid acronyms

that force Ct values. Would Discover Financial

Services, for example, have included “volunteerism”

(the “V” in its DISCOVER values) or Hilton Hotels

“now” (the “N” in HILTON) if these companies went by

diaerent names?

Explain why your values matter. ONcial statements

of culture signal what matters most to an organization,

and behavioral cues provide concrete guidance on

how to translate values into actions. Leaders can

further clarify their organization’s values and what

makes them distinctive by spelling out why they

matter. Of the companies that publish corporate

culture statements, less than one-quarter include any

discussion of how those values help the organization

succeed. And most of those companies simply assert

culture is a competitive advantage without explaining



the link between core values and organizational

performance.

A handful of companies, in contrast, explicitly spell out

the connection between their culture and desired

results. A common rationale links corporate culture

with a company’s ability to attract, retain, and energize

the best employees. HubSpot — the No. 1 company on

Glassdoor’s list of best places to work in 2020 —

explains its “culture doesn’t just help attract amazing

people, it ampli0es their abilities and helps them do

their best work.” Where companies choose to publish

their core values provides a clue as to why they matter.

One in Cve companies publish values on the section of

their website targeted at potential employees. Their

culture statements often include values, such as

respect, diversity, learning, and caring, that are

attractive to many job seekers.

Nearly the same percentage of companies (18%)

include core values in their code of business conduct,

which, unsurprisingly, emphasizes integrity, honesty,

fairness, and strict compliance with applicable laws.

Deutsche Bank, for example, underscores the

importance of integrity in rebuilding trust with key

stakeholders: “By living these values and beliefs in

daily interactions with our stakeholders, employees

have a critical role to play in helping us to restore the

trust lost during the Cnancial crisis.”



Companies can also spell out the link between values,

behaviors, and performance. Net0ix explains that

employees are expected to be “extraordinarily candid

with one another” because “we will learn faster and be

better if we can make giving and receiving feedback

less stressful and a more normal part of work life.”

The company’s value of “avoid rules” is, according to

Net0ix, critical to maintaining agility in the face of

changing market circumstances.

Explaining the rationale behind speciCc values helps

employees (and other stakeholders) understand why

the organization prizes certain values above others.

Illinois Tool Works’ emphasis on decentralization and

entrepreneurship is appropriate for a diversiCed

conglomerate, for example, but would not suit a global

professional services company that needs to

collaborate across oNces and practice groups to serve

multinational clients. Clarifying the purpose of values

also makes it easier to measure whether they are

working. HubSpot, for example, could track attrition

among employees they want to keep to assess

whether their culture is doing its job.

Leaders love to talk about corporate culture. Many

companies, however, display a disconnect between

what leaders preach and what is practiced throughout

the organization. Improving corporate culture is a long

journey that demands a holistic approach and
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sustained eaort over time. During the next year, the

Culture 500 project will publish a steady stream of

content exploring how leaders can build and sustain a

healthy corporate culture.

As Crst steps in improving their culture, leaders can

take a hard, evidence-based look at how well their

organization is living up to its espoused values. Which

elements of your culture are working well? Which are

falling short? Where are the pockets of cultural

excellence within your organization? Which teams are

undermining your culture?

A cultural diagnostic may reveal that your values are

too abstract, generic, or divorced from results to

shape how employees act on a day-to-day basis. In

this case, you may want to refresh your core values to

make sure they capture the distinctive essence of your

organization, provide concrete behavioral guidelines,

and clearly link to outcomes that matter to employees.
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